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EXD-401 – Digital Image Processing 

Teaching Scheme: 4Hrs/week
Practical: 2Hrs/week 

Examination Scheme
Theory Examination : 80 Marks 
Class Test : 20 Marks 
Practical/Oral : 50 Marks 
Term Work: ----- 

Objective:  
1. This course gives the knowledge of fundamentals of Digital Image Processing. 
2. Students will learn proper image representation, enhancement, filtering, restoration, analysis, 

reconstruction. 
3. Students will learn advanced digital image processing techniques, and various image 

transformations, image reconstruction from incomplete information, image segmentation and 
recognition. 

Unit-1 
Introduction to Digital Image Processing: 
Digital Image, Digital image from analog image, Digital image representation, 
fundamental steps in image processing, elements of digital image processing systems, 
hardware for image processing system,  image digitizer, Types of digitizer, Image 
digitizing components, Image Acquisition. Acquisition component, classification of 
image, Types of image, Different file format used. 
Digital image fundamentals: Elements of visual perception, a simple image model 
Sampling and quantization some basic relationship between pixels, image 
Geometry, Basic transformations, perspective transformation camera model and 
Calibration, stereo imaging. 
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Unit-2
Image Transform: 
2-D Fourier transform, Fast Fourier transform, Properties, Other separable transforms, 
Walsh Transform, Hadamard Transform, Slant Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform, 
wavelet Transform, Haar function, Singular Value Decompostion, Application of SVD,
with simple numerical based on transformation.
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Unit-3
Image Enhancement :
Image enhancement in spatial domain, enhancement through point processing, Basic 
grey level Transformations, Histogram Processing, Enhancement using arithmetic and 
logic operations. Enhancement by point Processing Spatial Domain Filtering-smoothing 
and sharpening filters Frequency Domain Filtering- smoothing and sharpening filters
with simple programs, numerical based on above.
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Unit-4
Image Segmentation:
Detection of discontinuities, Edge linking and boundary detection, Thresholding, Region 
based segmentation, Use of watershed, Image representation- Chain codes, Boundary 
and Regional Descriptors. with simple programs, numerical based on above                            
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Unit-5
Image Compression:
Need for image compression, Redundancies, classification of redundancies ,Fidelity 
criteria, Error free compression, image compression models, classification of image 
compression scheme ,elements of information theory, error free compression variable 
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length coding, Huffman coding,Arithmatic coding bit plane coding, lossless predictive 
coding, lossy compression, predictive coding, transform coding, video Compression, 
image compression standards- JPEG, MPEG. with simple programs, numerical based on 
above     

Unit-6 
Morphological Image Processing & Ip Applications: 
Basic operations dilation and erosion, opening and closing operations, Basic processing 
such as region filling, thinning, thickening,pruning,skeletons , convex hull for binary 
and grey scale images with simple programs, numerical based on above            
Applications: Biometric,Security,Communication, Medical imaging such as MRI,CT, 
X-ray, morphological in grey and binary images-ray,morphological in grey and binary 
images 
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Text Books/Reference Books:  
1. “Digital Image Processing”, Gonzalez, Woods, PHI, 2nd edition. 
2. ”Digital Image Processing”, Milan Sonka,Castleman k.r. printicehall 1996.
3. “An introduction to DIP”, Bill Silver. 
4. “An introduction to DIP”, A.K. Jain.
5. “Digital Image Processing”,S Jayaraman,S Esakkiranjan,McGraw Hill Education Private 

Limited. 
6. Digital Image Processing PIKS Scientific Inside, 4ed, w/cd 

  
Practical Examination:  
The students should do the MATLAB programming based on syllabus at least ten programmes in 
practical writeup. 
 
EXD-421 List of Experiments: 

1. Write a program to extract different attributes of an image 
2. Write a program for Image negation, power Law correction 
3. Write a program for Histogram mapping & equalization, stretching 
4. Write a program for Image smoothing , sharpening
5. Write a program for Edge detection – use of Sobel, Prewitt and Roberts operators
6. Write a program for Morphological operations on binary images
7. Write a program for Morphological operations on Gray scale images
8. Write a program for Pseudo coloring
9. Write a program for Chain coding
10. Write a program for Image statistics
11. Write a program for DCT/IDCT computation
12. Write a program for Transform application assignment.

Section A: Unit 1, 2, 3
Section B: Unit 4,5,6
PATTERN OF QUESTION PAPER:
Six units in the syllabus shall be divided into equal parts i.e. three units in each part. Question paper 
shall be set having two sections A and B, as per weightage of units. Section A question shall be set on 
first part and section B on second part. Question paper should cover entire syllabus.
For 80 Marks Papers:

1. Section A & Section B should be of 40 marks each.
2. Five questions in each section.
3. Out of five four questions asked should be of 15 Marks & one question asked should be 10

Marks.
4. 10 marks question will be compulsory.


